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Bebosoft releases Forms To Go 4.1
Published on 10/13/08
Bebosoft, Inc. announced today the release of Forms To Go 4.1, the latest version of their
form to email script generator for HTML forms for Mac OS X and Windows XP/Vista. Forms To
Go creates form to email scripts in PHP, ASP and Perl. Version 4.1 includes support for
the popular PHPMailer class, as well lots of enhancements and bug fixes.
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida - Bebosoft, Inc. announced today the release of Forms To Go 4.1,
the latest version of their form to email script generator for HTML forms for Mac OS X and
Windows XP/Vista. Forms To Go 4.1 includes support for the popular PHPMailer class, as
well lots of enhancements and bug fixes. Forms To Go creates form to email scripts in PHP,
ASP and Perl.
With Forms To Go, web designers can easily create unlimited scripts to process HTML forms
in PHP, ASP and Perl for unlimited domains. Forms To Go's innovative design removes the
development headaches usually associated with script creation and customization, providing
an ideal solution for web designers with no programming knowledge to create form to email
scripts.
Create powerful scripts by accepting file uploads in the HTML forms, dump the field values
to different databases, perform different types of field validation to ensure the quality
of the data, secure your forms against spammers by using captchas, stopwords, filter email
injection, form hijacking and more.
Pricing and Availability:
The license costs $30 (USD) for the single language edition: PHP, ASP or Perl or $70 (USD)
for the multi language edition. License includes 1 year of free updates. Free trial
download is available at Bebosoft.
Bebosoft:
http://www.bebosoft.com/
Forms To Go 4.1:
http://www.bebosoft.com/products/formstogo
Download Forms To Go:
http://www.bebosoft.com/downloads/formstogo/FormsToGo.dmg
Purchase Forms To Go:
http://store.bebosoft.com/
Screenshot:
http://www.bebosoft.com/products/formstogo/screenshots.php
Screenshot/App Icon:
http://www.bebosoft.com/products/formstogo/screenshots.php

Bebosoft develop web tools for Mac OS X, Windows XP/Vista that enhance productivity to web
designers without requiring programming knowledge and is responsible to develop other
products like Mediata Survey. Bebosoft, Inc. was founded in 2003 and it's based in Ft.
Lauderdale, Florida. Copyright 2008 Bebosoft, Inc. Bebosoft, Forms To Go, the Forms To Go
logo and Mediata Survey are registered trademarks of Bebosoft , Inc. All other names
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mentioned are trademarks of their respective owners.
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